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INTRODUCTION 
As with any social media platform, defining 
your marketing objective on LinkedIn will 
help ensure that the time and resources 
you spend will result in a return in value for 
your business. Since its launch, LinkedIn 
has positioned itself as a tool for building 
professional networks. Business owners 
are increasingly seeing the value of joining, 
as LinkedIn continues to develop new 
features and evolve into a more 
comprehensive platform. 

 While LinkedIn gives business owners 
plenty of tools to make marketing more 
effective- knowing your objective will help 
you prioritize which tools to use first. 

So what can Linkedin help you do? 
- Grow business contacts 
- Build a community of customers
- Engage with and find customers  
- Research your target market and industry 
- Keep you up to date on industry news
- Grow your business’s online presence  
- Build credibility through endorsements            
and recommendations 
- Exhibit your thought leadership 
- Help you recruit employees

In the past decade, Linkedin has evolved from a static database for 
uploading resumes to a dynamic and engaged social platform with 
valuable opportunities for business owners.
 

With over 200 million users to date, professionals on LinkedIn are 
discussing, learning, and sharing on a daily basis. While it used to be 
overlooked as the least social of the networking platforms, business 
owners can no longer ignore the relevancy and potential benefits a 
LinkedIn profile holds for their businesses.  

Building a social media profile is a daunting task but this guide will walk 
you through the steps to creating a LinkedIn profile with actionable 
advice. It will teach you how to optimize your profile to increase your 
visibility, leverage your connections, and become a LinkedIn influencer to 
help you reach your prospective customers. 

OBJECTIVES 
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Upload a profile picture. Choose a picture that is a close up of your face 
and has a solid color background.  A professional and recognizable 
picture of you is essential for establishing connections. 

Before you get started on LinkedIn, 
make sure you set aside enough time 
for you to start AND complete your 
profile. An incomplete profile not only 
makes you appear unprepared and 
technically challenged, it can also hurt 
your visibility on search engine results. 
LinkedIn also rewards users who are 
active with better search placement on 
its platform. 

Although LinkedIn allows you the 
option of creating both a personal and 
a business page, monitoring a 
business page take up a lot of time 
and resources. An optimized personal 
LinkedIn profile is a highly effective tool 
for engaging with prospective 
customers. 

LinkedIn profiles are free to set up. After you fill out the initial form, you 
will receive a confirmation email to activate your profile. 

SET UP PROFILE

*The file size for the picture should be no larger than 4MB and 
the dimensions should be between 200 X 200 and 500 X 500. 

*TIP
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Concentrate on optimizing your headline, summary, specialties and job 
title for key word searches. The 120-character headline is included in 
every reference about you on LinkedIn so make sure you include your 
title and your business’s name. 

You’ll need to fill out information about your current and past jobs with 
along with start and end dates, job titles, job descriptions, and 
educational background. 

SET UP PROFILE

!
Prioritize filling out your work and 
education information. You can always 
go back to edit the rest of your profile 
to add additional information. Simply 
select “Edit” on your profile, and then 
select which section you want to edit.  

On the right sidebar of your Profile 
page, there are additional sections 
where you can write about your 
projects, publications, organizations, 
honors & awards, courses, 
certifications, and more. 



1
STEP

Under the “Skills & Expertise” section, find a way to incorporate a 
variety of relevant keywords in the description. LinkedIn has a built in 
keywords tool that will help you find relevant skills to add to your profile.  

Look for relevant keywords by typing in a skill or area of expertise in the 
search bar on the upper right corner.  

The LinkedIn “Skills” overview will not only 
give you a related keywords, but also lists 
professionals who have listed the skill in 
their profile, groups that align with the 
keyword, a list of related companies, related 
locations, the popularity of the keywords the 
growth rate of keyword usage, and more. 

The tool can be used for more than setting 
up your profile. It will also give you valuable 
insight into your industry. 

LinkedIn’s “Skills” keyword search gives you a comprehensive overview 

SET UP PROFILE

LinkedIn’s list of 
suggestions will pop up 
automatically once you 
start typing in the box

Make sure your 
endorsements will 
be displayed by 
checking off this box
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Under LinkedIn’s rules, your profile will not be labeled as 100% 
complete without at least 3 recommendations. Use the “Request 
Recommendations” feature to ask your connections for 
recommendations but tailor the default message for the individual 
you’re contacting. 

The message should be both personal and concise.

Start off with a compliment such as, “I enjoyed working with you on such and such 
project” or “I value your opinion on this matter”.

Include a point of reference to help your contact remember specifics about you. It can 
be a project you worked together on or an accomplishment. 

Take initiative and write recommendations for your connections first so that they 
reciprocate the favor. 

SET UP PROFILE

Be aware of the difference between 
“Recomendations” vs. “Endorsements”. 

“Recomendations” are written 
statements by your connections which 
you may request from your contacts 

Your connections may endorse the 
“Skills & Expertise” you have listed on 
your profile by clicking on them. 
Endorsements are a way of engaging 
with your network and adding credibility.



2
STEP

To rank higher in searches for your 
industry, you can edit your URL to 
include both your name and industry 
type. 

For example: 

Customize your LinkedIn profile with a unique URL- this will optimize 
your LinkedIn profile for Search Engine Optimization (SEO). By default, 
the URL LinkedIn assigns your profile is a random numeric code. Edit 
your profile so that your LinkedIn profile URL looks like 
http://www.linkedin.com/in/yourname. 

OPTIMIZE FOR SEARCHES 

!

With your name in the URL, your profile will rank for searches for 
your name because search engines look for relevant keywords in 
the URL. 

Vs.

This
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Optimize the summary section of your profile for SEO. Google indexes 
this text section of your profile. Include relevant industry keywords in 
your summary to help you rank higher in search engine results for these 
keyword searches. 

Edit your profile privacy settings so that your LinkedIn profile is visible to 
everyone. Make it easy for LinkedIn users to search for you and connect 
to you.  

If you need help brainstorming 
keywords or for what to write in your 
“Summary”, try a keyword search on 
Google. 

For example, if you’re a chiropractor, 
Google “Chiropractor LinkedIn” and 
check out the profiles that rank 
highest to see what keywords and 
phrases they’ve used. 

Don’t forget about LinkedIn’s “Skills” 
tool. Use the tool to find relevant 
keywords to include in your 
“Summary”. 

OPTIMIZE FOR SEARCHES 
*TIP



5
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STEP

What makes LinkedIn powerful is the ability to use your contact list to 
connect to second and third degree connections and grow your network. 
The more connections you have, the higher you rank in the LinkedIn 
search engine. 

Find your first degree connections by importing your contacts from email 
contact lists and selecting the “Add Connections” button at the top right 
corner of every page on Linkedin. 

While you’re waiting for your connections to respond to your invitation, 
view the profiles of those contacts that have responded to you. Look 
through their connections and see if you know any of their 
acquaintances to reach out to.

After you’ve added your first-degree connections, the sidebar to the left 
of LinkedIn’s homepage will suggest a list of “People you may know” 
with a “+ Connect” button. 

LinkedIn makes it easy for your to import 
connections from any email account you 
use. 

However, this step should come AFTER 
your profile has been completed 
(especially in regards to the “Skills & 
Expertise” section) so that your 
connections can endorse you for your 
skills or write recommendations for you. 

Ways to Connect 

GROW YOUR NETWORK

!

1

2

3



Lastly, the “People Search” bar has an advanced search option that 
allows you to filter results by location, job title, keywords, company, and 
school to connect you to the right professional. 

If one of your contacts connects to someone you know, the transaction 
will also show up on your LinkedIn homepage’s newsfeed. 

3 
STEP

GROW YOUR NETWORK

Who should you send invitations to?

4

5

Friends and Family 

Business partners

Current and former colleagues 

Current or former classmates 

Professors

Alumni Networks 

Members of a professional association 
you belong to

Acquaintances 

Clients



Ask yourself these questions before 
joining a group: 

Are the top influencers in the group 
credible? 

Do the discussions involve questions 
and dialogue or are most posts on the 
wall spam? 

Are there group rules? A lack of rules 
may indicate a poorly monitored group.

Are the group managers actively 
engaged? 

4
STEP

LinkedIn groups present an opportunity to make new connections and 
promote your expertise by sharing ideas with a new audience. You are 
alllowed to join up to 50 groups. Not only can you grow business 
partnerships, but you can also reach out to potential customers and 
increase your business’s visibility.

To search for LinkedIn groups, click on the dropdown menu left of the 
search bar in Linkedin, scroll down to “groups” and type in a keyword for 
your industry. 

LinkedIn also makes suggestions for “Groups You May Like”. The 
feature is located through the navigation menu bar under “Groups”.

JOIN GROUPS ?



Answer questions and join in on 
discussions to promote your expertise.  
Focus on nurturing your relationships 
by first offering advice and then 
redirecting them to your business’s 
webpage by posting a link from your 
blog instead of a hard sales pitch. 

Here’s an example of the diverse 
selection of group you can join. Let’s 
say you sell handmade candies. 

If you want to stay up to date on what’s 
going on in the industry, you would join  
the “Candy Industry” LinkedIn group.

If you want to find customers to sell to, 
join the “Candy Lovers” or “Retro 
Candy Lovers” group.  

If you want to expand your business, 
find business contacts in the “Candy & 
Snack Distributors/Wholesalers” group.

4
STEP

The types of groups you join also depend on your marketing 
objective. 

Try joining a combination of groups to test where you can garner the 
most attention for your business. You can join local groups, big industry 
groups, target market groups, or alumni groups. 

You can also use LinkedIn groups to conduct market research. See 
what popular topics of discussion to help you create content for your 
social media marketing or look at the group statistics that LinkedIn 
provides for every group profile page.

JOIN GROUPS *TIP
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Reap the benefits of LinkedIn groups by creating one yourself around a 
topic of your expertise. 

The group wil help you:

 
 Generate interest and raise the visibility of your business 
 
  Build your authority, credibility, and thought leadership
 
 Allow you to share your own content and conduct research using  
 LinkedIn Polls
 
 Help you nurture relationships with your group members 

FORM A GROUP

!
Forming a group may have many 
benefits and although the steps to 
creating one may be simple, it takes 
time to moniter an engaged group. 

Don’t feel the pressure to create a 
group for your business. Joining in 
discussions and engaging with users in 
other groups is extremely beneficial as 
well. 



LinkedIn also offers an email broadcast 
tool for group managers. 

The tool provides you with a free and 
easy method of sending emails to your 
group members once a week. It creates 
a great opportunity to share content, ask 
your members to download an eBook, or 
even invite them to a webinar.

5
STEP

When choosing a name for your group, do not include your company’s 
name. LinkedIn users will be searching for industry keywords, not your 
company’s name when they are looking for discussion groups. Dive into 
the mindset of your perspective customer and consider what words or 
phrases they would be searching for. 

Your group description should include the name of your target market 
and your niche category. You have 140 characters to describe the 
purpose of your group and to attract your target audience. Include 
relevant buzzwords and be clear about your group’s purpose.

Manage your group by screening new members and member 
discussion posts to prevent your group wall from getting spammed. 

Position yourself as the leader of the group. Lead your group by being 
actively engaged. Posting weekly discussions, questions and comment 
on existing discussions. 

FORM A GROUP

4 Best Practices for 
Forming a Group 

1

2

3

4



WEEKLY CHECKLIST 

Check your email lists and Linkedin 
suggestions for new connections

Make sure your skills are updated and 
keyword optimized 

Lend your expertise and participate in 
new group discussions 

Post an update on your profile with 
news about your business or promote 
new blog 

Search for new groups to join 

Share any new content you’ve written 
in groups to draw traffic to your 
business’s website

Promote your LinkedIn profile on the 
social media or your website. Connect 
your Twitter or Facebook account to 
your profile to give your business an 
SEO boost. 

We can help you with your marketing. Our 
HivePros will get you started with your 
custom marketing plan and our powerful 
platform will empower you to execute all of 
the items in your plan in just a few clicks. 
The best part is that everything is in one 
place and it all gets tracked and measured 
automatically!

ThriveHive provides everything you need 
to run your marketing and start getting 
more buzz and customers. 

Get started now! Click the buttom below 
to schedule a free consultation with one of 
our HivePros. We will help you build the 
perfect marketing plan for your business 
and get started with ThriveHive!

ThriveHive is an all-in-one marketing 
platform that gives every small business a 
custom marketing plan and provides the 
tools and expertise to do it all in one place. 

http://thrivehive.com/free-consultation?th-
cid=a73d76d0707e435786c991de70a2d8a9xxx


